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The Green-Schwarz action for a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in a N  1, D  4 target super-
space is shown to be equivalent to the Nambu-Goto-Akulov-Volkov action obtained via the nonlinear
realization of the associated target space super-Poincare´ symmetries. Introducing a U(1) gauge field
strength as a Lagrange multiplier, this p  2 brane action is recast into its equivalent dual form non-
BPS D2-brane Born-Infeld action. Following the procedure given by Sen, the Green-Schwarz action for
a non-BPS D2-brane is determined directly. From it, conversely, the dual form non-BPS p  2 brane
action is derived. The p  2 brane and the D2-brane actions obtained by these two approaches are
different in form. Through explicitly determined field redefinitions, these actions are shown to be
equivalent.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Super p-brane dynamics can be obtained by means of
the Green-Schwarz method [1] for constructing the brane
action. In the BPS case the action consists of two sets of
separately super-Poincare´ invariant terms which are re-
lated to each other by  symmetry [2]. Exploiting this
local fermionic symmetry, half of the fermionic world
volume fields can be set to zero along with the Wess-
Zumino set of action terms in order to achieve the final
form of the BPS brane action. The super Dp-brane actions
can be obtained by means of duality transformations of
the super p-brane actions [3,4]. Indeed the action for a
BPS super D2-brane embedded inD  10 superspace was
first obtained by a duality transformation on the action for
a BPS super p  2 brane action embedded in D  11
superspace [5]. In addition, non-BPS branes occur in field
theory [6] as well as string theory [7–9]. Excluding the
Wess-Zumino action terms from the total Green-Schwarz
action ab initio eliminates the  symmetry of the action
and so prevents the gauging away of half of the fermionic
fields. With all fermionic fields present the resulting
super-Poincare´ invariant action describes a non-BPS
brane action. This approach can be applied to the con-
struction of non-BPS p-brane actions as well as non-BPS
Dp-brane actions.
Besides the above Green-Schwarz approaches to brane
dynamics, the coset method [11,12] has been used to
construct actions for static gauge BPS super p-branes
[13,14] and BPS super Dp-branes [15]. Nonlinearly real-
ized supersymmetry in non-BPS D-branes was empha-
sized in [16]. In Ref. [17] the action for a non-BPS p  2
brane embedded in N  1, D  4 superspace was con-
structed via the nonlinear realization of the spontane-
ously broken super-Poincare´ symmetries of the target
superspace. The action described the motion of the brane
in N  1, D  4 superspace through the brane localized
Nambu-Goldstone boson field  associated with motions
in space directions transverse to the brane, hence in the
direction of the broken space translation symmetry. It
also involved brane localized D  3 Majorana
Goldstino fields i and i, i  1; 2, describing brane
oscillations in Grassmann directions of superspace which
are associated with the completely broken N  1, D  4
supersymmetry (SUSY). The action, after application of
the ‘‘‘inverse Higgs mechanism’’ [18], is the N  1, D 
4 super-Poincare´ invariant synthesis of the Akulov-
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with e^am the Akulov-Volkov dreibein in the static gauge
e^am  am  i a@m i a@m: Exploiting the coset
method further, the action was shown to be dual to the
action for a space-filling non-BPS D2-brane whose super-











where the Akulov-Volkov metric is given by g^mn 
e^amabe^bn and the field strength vector and tensor are
related as Fm  12 mnrFnr where Fmn  @mAn  @nAm
with Am the Born-Infeld U(1) gauge field.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the action for
a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in N  1, D  4
superspace and the action for a space-filling N  2, D 
3 non-BPS D2-brane directly by means of the Green-
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Schwarz [1] approach as modified by Sen [7] for the non-
BPS case. The actions dual to these actions are then
determined. In the cases that the actions obtained are of
a different form than the corresponding brane actions
obtained by means of the coset method their equivalence
is established through explicit field redefinitions.
Specifically in Sec. II, the non-BPS Green-Schwarz
method is used to obtain the action for a non-BPS p 
2 brane. Its form, in the static gauge, is the same as that
obtained via the coset method, Eq. (1). Introducing a U(1)
gauge field strength [13] as a Lagrange multiplier [3], the
dual form of this action is found to have the same Born-
Infeld form as obtained using the coset method, Eq. (2).
In Sec. III, the procedure of Sen is applied to the space-
filling N  2, D  3 non-BPS D2-brane case in order to
obtain its Green-Schwarz action directly. This non-BPS









where Fmn  Fmn  bmn with the two-form bmn given in
terms of the brane degrees of freedom so that Fmn is
supersymmetric. Further this action is shown to be dual
to the action for a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in
















where now the two-form bmn couples directly to the
trivially conserved current mnr@r. The non-BPS D2-
brane action and its dual p  2 brane action obtained by
the modified Green-Schwarz method of Sen, Eqs. (3) and
(4), respectively, have different forms than the corre-
sponding non-BPS brane actions derived via the coset
method (and Green-Schwarz p-brane method), Eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively. In Sec. IV, the explicit field redefi-
nitions are given that render the two forms of the actions
equivalent.
II. THE NON-BPS P  2 BRANE ACTION
AND DUALITY
The N  1, D  4 superspace coordinates of an em-
bedded p  2 brane are denoted by the bosonic space-
time coordinates, xm, with   0, 1, 2, 3, and the
fermionic Weyl spinor coordinates, m and  _m,
where m, m  0, 1, 2 express the world volume space-
time coordinates of the embedded brane. The linear rep-
resentation of the N  1, D  4 super-Poincare´ symme-
tries on the superspace coordinates is most easily
obtained from the motion that group multiplication in-
duces on the parameter space of the SUSY graded Lie
group. The N  1, D  4 supertranslation subgroup ele-
ments can be written as
x; ;   eixPQ  _ Q _: (5)
Multiplication by the group elements and use of the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf formula yields the induced
motion in superspace. For translations and SUSY trans-
formations it is obtained that the group multiplication law
a; ; x; ; 
 x a i
  
 ;  ;   (6)
induces a movement in superspace x; ;  !
x0; 0; 0  x a i
  
 ;  ;  .
Proceeding similarly, all the N  1, D  4 super-
Poincare´ symmetry transformations, including R sym-
metry [cf. Eq. (18)], are obtained
Pax  a; Q; x  i
  
 ;
Pa  0; Q;   ;
Pa  _  0; Q;   _   _;
M!x  !%x%; R&x  0;
M!   i4!
%
%; R&  i&;
M!  _   i4!
%  
% _; R&  _  i&  _;
(7)
where x  x0  x, and so on. These variations rep-
resent the SUSY charge algebra, for example,
Q; ; Q'; '  2Pi'
  
 ': (8)
According to the Green-Schwarz construction [1], the
SUSY (and translation) invariant one-forms @m, @m ,
and
m  @mx  i@m
  i
@m  (9)
can be used to construct the translation and SUSY invari-
ant induced world volume metric gmn:
gmn  m%%n: (10)
Thus, the action for a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in










 is the brane tension. Besides being N  1, D  4
super-Poincare´ invariant, the action is world volume rep-
arametrization invariant. Consider the reparametrization
  0, the world volume element is rescaled by the
Jacobian d3  det@=@0d30, while the world volume
one-form transforms as a world volume vector m 
@0n=@mn 0. Hence the metric is indeed a world




a world volume density,
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
detgp  det@0=@ detg0p . Thus the action is left
invariant.
The reparametrization invariance can be used to
choose the static gauge in which the world volume coor-
dinates are chosen to be the first three space-time coor-
dinates, m  xm while the remaining space point is
relabeled as the p  2 brane degree of freedom xm 
x3xm, a world volume field. Having chosen the space-
time coordinates thusly, it is important to choose a com-
mensurate linear combination of fermion fields to de-
scribe the brane oscillations into Grassmann directions.
More specifically, this choice of gauge masks the initial
explicit four dimensional symmetry; indeed it leaves
explicit a three dimensional symmetry. Exploiting this
manifest covariance, the N  1, D  4 super-Poincare´
algebra can be reexpressed as a centrally extended N  2,
D  3 super-Poincare´ algebra including the D  4
Lorentz symmetry generators as additional N  2, D 
3 automorphism charges. The components of the Weyl
fermion supersymmetry charges Q and Q _ will then
be combined to form the components of the two N  2,
D  3 Majorana spinor supersymmetry charges, denoted
qi and si, i  1; 2 such that they anticommute with them-
selves to yield the translation generator pm  Pm and
with each other to yield the central charge Z  P3, the
direction of brane oscillations in this gauge. This re-
arrangement of components is also reflected in the fer-
mion fields. The Weyl fields will now be written in terms
of two D  3 Majorana fermion world volume fields,
ixm and ixm. The corresponding relations between
the charges and fields are obtained from the equality of
the SUSY transformations in each basis; that is
Q   _ Q _  iqi  isi:
The action (11) can be written in terms of these new
field variables, ; ; , or equivalently, one can start
with the N  2, D  3 SUSY transformations and con-
struct the action according to the Green-Schwarz method
directly. Implementation of the static gauge will then be
straightforward. Both approaches yield the same expres-
sions for m and hence the action. Their interrelation will
be noted below. To find the new fields and charges consider
the space-time translation generator P, which trans-
forms as a vector 12 ; 12 representation of the D  4
Lorentz group; it consists of a D  3 Lorentz group
vector, pm  Pm, with m  0; 1; 2, and a D  3 scalar,
Z  P3. Likewise, the Lorentz transformation charges
M% are in the D  4 1; 1A representation which con-
sists of twoD  3 vector representations:Mmn  mnrMr
and Km  Mm3. The R charge is a singlet from both
points of view. Finally the D  4 SUSY 12 ; 0 spinor
Q and the 0; 12 spinor Q _ consist of two D  3 two-
component Majorana spinors: qi and si, with i  1; 2
comprising the charges for N  2, D  3 SUSY. These


































The N  1, D  4 super-Poincare´ algebra can be writ-
ten in terms of theseN  2,D  3 representation charges
as
pm; pn  0; Mm;Mn  imnrMr;
pm; Z  0; Mm;Kn  imnrKr;
Km;Kn  imnrMr;
Mm; pn  imnrpr; Km; pn  imnZ;
Mm; Z  0; Km; Z  ipm;
Mmn; qi  12mnij qj; Km; qi  12mijsj;
Mmn; si  12mnij sj; Km; si  12mijqj;
R; qi  isi; fqi; qjg  2mCijpm;
R; si  iqi; fsi; sjg  2mCijpm;
fqi; sjg  2iCijZ:
(14)
Note, the notation used in this paper is that of Ref. [17], in
particular, the charge conjugation matrix and the 2 1
(D  3) dimensional gamma matrices in the appropriate
associated representation are given there.
The group element  is now parametrized by the
coordinates of the centrally extended N  2, D  3
superspace, xm, , i, and i. The above
transformation algebra induces a motion in N  2 super-
space,
x0m  xm  am  i 'm m bm  mnrnxr;
0   z '0 0  bmxm;
0i  i  'i 
i
2
bmmi  i&i  i2m
mi;
0i  i  i 
i
2
bmmi  i&i  i2m
mi;
(15)
resulting in the linear representation of the N  2, D  3
transformation generators
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paxm  am; Zzxm  0;
pa  0; Zz  z;
pa  0; Zz  0;
pa  0; Zz  0;
q'xm  i 'm; sxm  i m;
q'   '; s   ;
q'i  'i; si  0;
q'i  0; si  i;
Mxm  mnrnxr; Kbxm  bm;
M  0; Kb  bmxm;
Mi   i2m
mi; Kbi   i2 bm
mi;
Mi   i2m
mi; Kbi   i2 bm
mi;
R&xm  0; R&i  i&i;
R&  0; R&i  i&i:
(16)
Once again these variations obey the N  2, D  3
SUSY transformation algebra, for example,
q'; q' 0  2pi '' 0;
s; s0  2pi 0;
q'; s  2Z ':
(17)
These transformations are precisely of the same form for
the total variations of the fields that are obtained by
means of the coset method. This is because the same
exponential representation of the subgroup elements is
used as in Ref. [17].
The N  2 SUSY invariant one-forms now become
am  @mxa  i a@m i a@m;
3m  @m @m @m:
(18)
The induced metric on the world volume, requiring D 
4 Lorentz invariance (specifically under the broken Km
transformations), now is given by
gmn  amabbn 3m3n: (19)
Equivalently, Eqs. (18) and (19) are obtained by substitut-
ing the expressions for  and  _ in terms of i and i






















into Eqs. (9) and (10). The N  1, D  4 super-Poincare´









Introducing the Akulov-Volkov induced dreibein in
this general gauge
e^ am  am  @mxa  i a@m i a@m; (22)
the induced metric then takes the form
gmn  e^amnabe^bn; (23)
with the Nambu-Goto metric nab given by
nab  ab  e^1ma 3me^1nb 3n
 ab  D^a D^a  D^a
 D^b D^b  D^b; (24)
where the Akulov-Volkov partially covariant derivative,
D^a, and the partially covariant derivative of, r^a, are,
respectively,
D^a  e^1ma @m;
r^a  e^1pa 3p  D^a D^a D^a 
 e^1ma @m @$m: (25)
The determinant of nab is simply
detn  1 r^a2  1 D^a D^a  D^a2:
(26)
Hence, taking the square root of this determinant, the
action for the non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in N  1,










Exploiting the world volume reparametrization invari-
ance in order to choose the static gauge, m  xm, all
the world volume fields become functions of xm and the
Akulov-Volkov dreibein becomes that of [17]
e^ am  am  am  i a@m i a@m: (28)
The action reproduces that found in [17], Eq. (1) above, by
means of the coset method.
Once in the static gauge the action is no longer invari-
ant under the original symmetry transformations since
now xm  m. A compensating general coordinate trans-
formation must be made on the fields so that when applied
to the xm coordinates they are invariant and so remain in
the static gauge. Hence intrinsic variations of the fields,
’, are defined with a compensating coordinate trans-
forming factor, denoted as Cm,
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xm  xm  Cl@lxm;    Cl@l;
   Cl@l;    Cl@l: (29)
In particular xm must remain in the static gauge, hence it
is required that xm  0, thus the compensating factor is
determined for each super-Poincare´ transformationCm 
xm. Consequently it is obtained that
Cma  am; Cmz  0; Cm'  i 'm;
Cm  i m; Cm  mnrnxr;
Cmb  bm; Cm&  0:
(30)
These compensating terms reproduce the intrinsic varia-
tions of the fields obtained in Ref. [17] by means of the
coset method. The compensating factors are the Taylor
expansion factors necessary to go from the linearly rep-
resented total variations of the fields to the nonlinear
realizations of the intrinsic (Lie) transformations. The
static gauge action is invariant under the nonlinearly
realized N  1, D  4 super-Poincare´ variations of the
, ,  fields (dropping the bar on the intrinsic variations
! )
pa  am@mx; Zz  z;
pa  am@mx; Zz  0;
pa  am@mx; Zz  0;
q'   ' i 'm@mx; s    i m@mx;
q'i  'i  i 'm@mix; si  i m@mix;
q'i  i 'm@mix; si  i  i m@mix;
M  mnrnxr@mx; Kb  bmxm bm@mx;
Mi   i2m
mi  mnrnxr@mix; Kbi   i2 bm
mi bm@mix;
Mi   i2m






In general in D  3 a scalar field and a U(1) gauge field
provide equivalent descriptions for the single field degree
of freedom. Returning to the action in a general gauge,
Eq. (27), this relation can be made explicit by first in-
troducing a Lagrange multiplier field La [3] (this corre-
sponds to the broken Lorentz Nambu-Goldstone field in
the coset approach [13]) in order to define ka  r^a so








 Laka  r^a
)
: (32)
The action is now a functional of the independent fields
  ; ;; k; L. The  equation of motion will imply
the D  3 Bianchi identity for the U(1) field strength




@mdete^Lae^1ma   0: (33)
Hence the field strength Fm  dete^Lae^1ma obeys the D 
3 Bianchi identity @mFm  0, which has the U(1) gauge
potential, Am, solution
Fm  mnr@nAr; (34)
that is Fmn  mnrFr  @mAn  @nAm. At the same time
the Bianchi identity allows  to be eliminated from the
action by an integration by parts as seen below.
The ka field equation is algebraic and allows ka to be













Thus it is obtained that
ka
1 k2
p  La: (36)
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Substituting these into the p  2 brane action (32), the














Substituting the U(1) field strength for La
L2  1dete^2 F
me^amabFne^bn  FaabFb  FaFa;
(40)























where the  term has been eliminated by an integration
by parts and the use of the Bianchi identity @mFm  0, as
alluded to above. Once again going to the static gauge, the
action of [17], Eq. (2) above, is obtained. Hence the non-
BPS p  2 brane Nambu-Goto-Akulov-Volkov action
(27) obtained by the Green-Schwarz method and the
coset method is dual to the space-filling N  2, D  3
non-BPS D2-brane supersymmetric Born-Infeld action
first obtained in [13,17] by the coset method [13] and
here by Lagrange multiplier and field equation techniques
[3,4].
III. THE NON-BPS D2-BRANE ACTION
AND DUALITY
Consider a space-filling non-BPS D2-brane in N  2,
D  3 superspace directly. The N  2, D  3 superspace
coordinates of the brane are xm, i, and i with
m the world volume coordinates of the brane. The isome-
tries of the target space are now those of the noncentrally
extended N  2, D  3 super-Poincare´ group. Their al-
gebra is that given in Eq. (14) with Z  0 and Km absent.
Likewise the transformations of the fields are just those in
(15) and (16) without the equations for  and with bm 
0. Consequently the SUSY invariant building block is the
Akulov-Volkov dreibein as in Eq. (22)
e^ am  am  @mxa  i a@m i a@m (42)
with the associated invariant Akulov-Volkov metric made
with the Minkowski metric ab [not the Nambu-Goto
metric nab as in Eq. (23)]
g^ mn  amabbn  e^amabe^bn: (43)
In addition a non-BPS D2-brane is described by a gauge
potential Am through a generalized SUSY invariant field
strength Fmn  Fmn  bmn where Fmn  @mAn  @nAm
and bmn is a world volume two-form. The bmn can be
found by its required property that its SUSY variations
are exact, q;sb  d6. Following the construction of
[4,7], bmn is given by








 m$ n: (44)
Applying the SUSY variations to bmn it is found that
q'bmn  @mi 'l@nxl  12 '@n 
@ni 'l@mxl  12 '@m ;
sbmn  @mi l@nxl  12 @n 
@ni l@mxl  12 @m :
(45)
Since the variations are exact, Fmn can be made SUSY
invariant, q;sFmn  0, by canceling the bmn variations
with those of the gauge field Am
q'Am  i 'l@mxl  12 '@m ;
sAm  i l@mxl  12 @m :
(46)
The N  2, D  3 super-Poincare´ invariant non-BPS









Recalling Eq. (43) for the metric, the action becomes,
including a Lagrange multiplier field, mn, defining the























where for any antisymmetric 2-tensor, Tmn, the corre-
sponding vector density, Tm, is given by Tm  12 mnrTnr
and vice versa Tmn  mnrTr. Likewise, Tm  12 mnrTnr
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and inversely Tmn  mnrTr. It should be noted that the
contravariant and covariant vector densities are related
according to Tm  dete^2g^mnTn. It is useful to define
tangent space tensors, Tab and Tab, and their associated
tangent space vectors, Ta and Ta,
Tab  e^1ma e^1nb Tmn; Tab  e^ame^bnTmn;
Ta  12abcTbc; Ta  12abcTbc: (49)
The contravariant and covariant tangent space vectors are
related as Ta  abTb. Ordinary contravariant and cova-
riant world volume vectors are related as usual by Vm 
g^mnVn. Exploiting the relation
dete^mnr  abce^ame^bne^cr (50)
and Eq. (49), world volume tensor expressions are readily
converted to the corresponding tangent space tensor ones,
for example, 12T
mnTmn  TmTm  TaTa.
The non-BPS p  2 brane action dual to this non-BPS
D2-brane action can be obtained by eliminating the now
independent field strength tensor. The field equations for
the field strength, =Fa  0, yield an algebraic rela-
tion between it and the Lagrange multiplier and Goldstino
fields
a  F a
1F bF b
p : (51)



























Applying the gauge field equation of motion, =An 
0  
@mdete^mn, implies that the Lagrange multi-
plier is given by the curl of a scalar field dete^mn 
mnr@r, so that m  1= dete^@m, or equivalently
a  e^1ma @m  D^a: (55)
Integrating the gauge field terms by parts and setting
@mdete^mn  0 yields the dual action for a non-BPS

















IV. FIELD REDEFINITIONS AND
EQUIVALENT ACTIONS
As stated in the introduction, the non-BPS p  2 brane
action obtained by the Green-Schwarz and coset meth-
ods, Eq. (1), differs from the above action, Eq. (56) [(4)],
obtained by duality from the direct construction of the
non-BPS D2-brane action, Eq. (47) [(3)]. Or, mutatis
mutandis, the Akulov-Volkov-Nambu-Goto action in
Eq. (27) [(1)] can itself be obtained as the dual to the
non-BPS D2-brane Born-Infeld action in Eq. (41) [(2)].
Proceeding analogously to the above, the action (41) with








 Fm  @m$ 
 1
2














Applying the equation of motion for the field strength,
=Fa  0, it is found that













while contracting with a   D^
$
a yields
Faa  Fa D^
$






















Applying the An field equation results in a  D^a and
hence the Nambu-Goto-Akulov-Volkov action of Eq. (27)
for a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in N  1, D  4











Since these actions describe the dynamics of the same
extended objects, either a non-BPS p  2 brane or a non-
BPS D2-brane, there is an equivalence relation between
them. Returning to the direct Green-Schwarz form of the
D2-brane action, Eq. (47), a field redefinition for the field
strength tensor in Eq. (48), now denoted with a prime,
F0mn  Fmn  ymn, is required in order to express the
action in the alternate form of Eq. (57). The field redefi-
nition ymn is determined by requiring the Lagrangian of









 Fm $@m  12dete^mnFmn:
(63)
This yields the equation for ymn

1 F2





 yaa  Fa $D^a: (64)
Isolating the square root containing ya and squaring the
equation leads to the vanishing of a quadratic form in ya
yaAabyb  2Baya  C  0; (65)
with the coefficients given by
Aab  ab ab;
Ba  Fa  ba  F  J La;
C  b2  2F  b  2LF  J  F  J2;
(66)












b  A1ab Bb; (67)
where ua is an arbitrary timelike unit vector, uaua  1,
and
A1ab  ab  112
ab;










BA1B C  112   B
2 2F  J L2
F2  2LF  J  F  J2
2  F  bF  J L: (69)
In the purely bosonic case, when the Goldstinos are
absent, the action reduces to the pure Born-Infeld action
in both cases. Hence the unit vector ua is fixed by requir-
ing no field redefinition in the case of i  0  i. Thus




where Cj0  0. With zero subscripts denoting the
value of the quantities at i  0  i, the solution for



















12 F  L
2 2L2
F2  2L  F
0: (72)
The non-BPS p  2 brane action, Eq. (56), obtained by
duality from the non-BPS D2-brane action, Eq. (47), also
can be shown to be equivalent to the Green-Schwarz
method and coset method action, Eq. (27), by a field
redefinition directly. Consider the p  2 brane action of
Eq. (56), including a Lagrange multiplier vector density














r  Lmv0m  @m
#
: (73)
The vector field can be redefined v0m  vm  ym so that









1 e^1ma vmabe^1nb vn
q
Lmfvm  @m  $@mg
#
: (74)
Setting the Lagrangians equal implies the equation for
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where Jm   $@m. As earlier, isolating the square root
involving the vector ym and squaring yields an equation
for the quadratic form in y
ymAmnyn  2Bmym  C  0; (76)
with
Amn  dete^2g^mn  b Lmb Ln;
Bm  dete^2g^mnvn  bnvn  LnJn L
b Lm;
C  2L bmvm  LmJmbnvn  LnJn;
(77)




, bm  12 mnrbnr, and recall
g^mn  e^amabe^bn so that g^mn  e^1ma abe^1nb with
g^mng^nr  mr . Analogous to the previous case, the solu-





A1=2mn un  A1mnBn: (78)
The actions are already identical in the bosonic case,
hence the field redefinition must vanish for   0  .









The final form of the field redefinition is as in Eq. (71)
along with Eq. (77) and
Amn0  Amnj0  dete^02g^mn0  LmLn;
Bm0  Bmj0  dete^02g^mn0 vn L0Lm;
C0  Cj0  0:
(80)
Also additional field redefinitions are possible which in-
clude changes in the Lagrange multiplier field as well.
Once again these lead to a quadratic form in ym equal to
zero with modified coefficients.
The Akulov-Volkov-Nambu-Goto action in Eq. (27)
[(1)] for a non-BPS p  2 brane embedded in N  1,
D  4 superspace was the same whether obtained by
means of the non-BPS Green-Schwarz method or the
coset method. This action was shown to be dual to the
supersymmetric Born-Infeld action, Eq. (41) [(2)], for a
space-filling non-BPS D2-brane in N  2, D  3 super-
space, which was first obtained by the coset method in
[17]. Applying the Green-Schwarz methods of Sen [7] to
the case at hand, another form of the action for the non-
BPS D2-brane was obtained, Eq. (47) [(3)]. The dual non-
BPS p  2 brane action to this, Eq. (56) [(4)], had a form
different from the non-BPS Green-Schwarz method and
coset method action of Eq. (27) [(1)], as it should. In each
case the required field redefinition was found to show that
each non-BPS p  2 brane action was equivalent and that
each non-BPS D2-brane action was equivalent. Finally,
coset construction techniques can be readily applied to
the case of a non-BPS brane in arbitrary space-time
dimensions, in particular, for 10 or 11 dimensions relevant
for string theory.
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